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It may seem that a 5-square could contain nothing but familiar word, but these 5-squares have 
eight words which have to fit, of which at least one mu t be a reversible word, and at least one a 
palindrome. In the case of six-squares, there was just one square with as many as 7 words (two less 
than the maximum) among the most used 87,000 words: in the case of five-squares, 3 squares had 
all 8 words in the top 87,000 (and 66 squares had just 7 words). In the case of six-squares, there 
were 13 squares with 8 OED headwords (out of9), whereas with five-squares, there were 283 with 
all words being OED headwords. The squares below were made out of 31534 popular or OED 
headwords (roughly speaking), including 1284 reversible words and 1269 palindromic words: these 
served to make over half-a-million all-diagonal squares. Because of the very diverse and multiple 
sources for a popular word, I am unable to give a source: unrecognised words will often be names, 
like (Nick) Nolte, or (Monica) Seles. The latter is more likely than the OED headword sele. The 
Internet is the most obvious way of finding out what the words are. That OED headwords are not 
generally well known is shown by the fact that the OED squares on average have fewer than two 
words of the eight in the top 87,000. Following each square are the diagonals, as read from NE or 
SW, NW, and SE. 
In the following squares all 



















V LIE T 
AILSA 
RESIT 




The following squares are 
some of the 66 having 7 of 









DIRCA Dirca, Web2 








SENGA sengi, 1987q 




R I SEN 
ARE S 
AINIA Nomen. Zoo\. 
AGNE 
SENGA 



























2 words in top 9,000 
he next four squares have the 




















2 words in top 8,000 





2 words in top 8,000 
ASS E T 
SNEER 
SENSE 
E ESE Seese, Web2, bl 




2 words in top 5,000 
ASHOK 
S PEA R 





















































SKI D S 
SANAS sannah, 1757q 
ANNES 
SENNA 
The following squares 


















BRA S S 
RIG I D 
AGREE 
S I E C science 




• Service de documentation 












R 0 GET Roget 
AGREE 
SEE A L 




















following two squares have 
the same diagonals as this 
CHECK 
HALAL 
ELI D E 
CA DR E 
K L EET 
C HI C K 
H A MAL 
IMID E 
C ADR E 
K L EE T 
C ROTT 
RATIO 
O T M E R 





C L IP S 
L A Y I N lay-in 
I Y R NE 







UN TI E 
ROIAL 













ROU E N 
OURTA 























































































































S L A I E 
CAMLE 
OIL E R 





E ASS E 
ALTRY 
S TOO stone 





The following squares use a 
self-describing word 
SACRA 
A T RIP Web2 
CROSS 
R I S P E risp 
A P S E S 
AlOIA island, TIG 
STOPS 
SPOTS 




R I S P E risp 




3 words in top 6,000 
MAC H S mach 
A 0 R 0 A North land, New 
C R 0 S S [Zealand 
HOSTA 
S A S A S sasa, Pcon 
SOOOS so-oo, EDD 
MOOTS 
STOOM 
Reversible and diagonal 
squares are to found in W81-
210/214. A 5-square with its 
top row equal to the NW 
diagonal is in W82-233. 
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This square has a row equal 
to a diagonal 
A DAD A village, Pcon 
DROOP 







16°21 -4°3 6 , , 
[Mali 
This square makes Gooch 
cross ... 
SOGET 
o P 0 S E 
GOO C H Macquarie 
ESC L E 





Tsost Uul range 
[in the Altai 
and here are some of 53 




A B R E U 
U E E S 
TRUSS 
TU RUT Pc on 
GORES 
SEROG Evans and 
[Thomas: New Welsh Dict 
GRANT 
ROGER 
A G R I A Web2 













the next two squares have 








APR E S 
NEEST 
T Y S T E Web2 
GRA T 
ROTOR 
A T R I E attery 3, 1535q 
OISY 
T R EYE tray 
TO ROT to-rot 
GORSE 
ES ROG Web3 
All words are in the OED a 
headword ,except where noted, 
and except for the top 87 000 
words by u age. EDD = 
Engli h Dialect Dictionary. 
Pcon = Palindromicon. ITI = 
database of US Dept. of 
Agriculture. bl = below line. 
Nomen. Zool. = omenclator 
Zoologicus. TIG = Time 
Index-Gazeteer. 
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